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Quantum chaos and unpredictability in quantum systems



Quantum Chaos and Unpredictability in Quantum Systems

1. The importance of being quantal

2. The importance of being irrational.

3.     The importance of being well-connected

Trieste September 2009

Organizers, is this in earnest ?

Quantum Scrambling



The Quantum chaos paradigm:  Level statistics
1. The importance of being quantal
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Key-word:  interference

Can one hear the shape of a drum?





Chaotic scattering version of the Hanbury-BrownTwiss experiment

Measure: Intensity (not amplitude!) correlations at the detectors
As a function of their angular distance average over the table angle

Incoming:  
coherent, monochromatic plane wave







Nodal domains

1.Separable (integrable)
Checker board strucrure

2. Non-separable (Integrable)

Stadium Africa Sinai

                                                    

3. “Chaotic”



The transition from an integrable to a chaotic domain



Random waves

Random waves on the sphere

M. Berry Conjecture (1977) : The statistical properties of wave functions of chaotic billiards are
faithfully described by the random wave model at the appropriate wave-number range.



The network on various scales:
The intersection-points of the nodal set  with a reference line.

The intersections  are considered as a point process and studied statistically

Intersections in the bulk Intersections with the boundary

Short range statistics

Nearest spacing 
distribution:



The number variance : 

Long range correlations

Compare:



Nodal domains and percolation theory



Predictions of percolation theory, comparison with the random waves model

And with a microwave experiment



SLE: A theory which provides a uniform description
of conformally invariant self avoiding  random lines in 2d

k=2 : Random walk

k=6 : Critical percolation

(Bogomolny et al,   Keating et al.)

Can one count the shape of a drum?



2. The importance of being irrational



“Real problems”

“Quantum graphs”

“Discrete graphs”

The Laplace operator on 
metric graphs  (“Quantum Graphs”)





The Schroedinger operator on graphs:

1. The wave function

2. The wave equation 

On each bond:

3. The boundary conditions at the vertices i = 1,…V

Neumann : . Dirichlet :

The Schroedinger operator is self – adjoint
with real and non-negative discrete spectrum



The 1st surprising numerical evidence (Tsampikos Kottos, U.S., (1997))

= cumulative level-spacing
distribution

Only works when the 
bond-lengths are rationally
independent. 
For sufficiently well 
connected graphs
Spectral statistics -> RMT
in the limit  



On the Distribution of the Values of Real Almost Periodic Functions
M. Kac, E. R. van Kampen, Aurel Wintner
American Journal of Mathematics,  Vol. 61, (1939), pp. 985-99

dd’

o(d)

t(d)=o(d’)

Which is true only if the bond lengths are rationally independent

Can on hear the shape of a graph?
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3.     The importance of being well-connected
or

Quantum chaos on discrete graphs



A short reminder

d-regular graphs : 
Expanders, Ramanujan



The spectrum and spectral statistics
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Spectral 2-points correlations:

regular graph
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(mapping the spectrum on the unit circle)



The Problem to be addressed: 

Why random graphs display the canonical spectral statistics

Counting statistics of cycles  vs Spectral statistics

The main tool : Trace formulae connecting 

spectral information
and 

counts of periodic walks on the graph

The periodic walks to be encountered here are special:
Backscattering along the walk is forbidden.
Notation: non-backscattering walks =  n.b. walks



shell-regular graphs in a nut-)  dbut largeFinite (

The Kesten-McKay distribution is derived by computing the spectral density for an infinite 
d-regular tree and using the local – tree property in the limit of large V.
Note: all the periodic walks on a tree must have at least two backscattering.



Kesten McKay Sum over t-periodic non-backscattering walks.



Spectral Statistics

Two-point correlation function. However: 
the spectral variables are not distributed           

uniformly and need unfolding



The (not unfolded)
Spectral formfactor

For t < logV/log (d-1)  C_t are distributed as a Poissonian variable
Hence:    variance/mean =1 (Bollobas, Wormald, McKay)

Spectral form factor = 
variance of the number of
t-periodic nb - walks 

# t-periodic
nb orbits



The magnetic adjacency spectral statistics



Going in the reverse direction:
Assuming RMT and computing  deviations from the Poisson 
distribution of t-periodic cycles
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Nodal domains vs Percolation  on random v-regular graphs

We consider random 
regular G(V,d) graphs in 
the limit ��V



Percolation on Graphs
(Erdos and Renyi,  Alon et. al., Nachmias and Peres)

Start with a random d-regular graph on V vertices.
Perform an independent p-bond percolation :  

Retain a bond with a  probability p
Delete a bond with a  probability   1- p

Phase transition at pc = 1/(d-1):

pc

1/V1/3

p  > pcp < pc

Denote by  L the number of vertices in the largest connected component

E(L) ~o(V2/3) E(L) ~ V2/3 E(L)~o(V2/3) V1/3

Bond percolation ~ Vertex percolation
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Level  sets : 
Given an eigenvector f normalized it such that -1 < fi < 1
For any 0 < p <1 select the sub graph        where fi > -1+2p
Compute  the ratio between the cardinality of 
the largest connected component of the sub- 
graph              and the cardinality of .max

~G G~



phase transition ?



The shape of the critical surface



“Unpredictability” is the rule and “predictability” is the 
exception when we observe it in the realm of 

Quantum Chaos

Yet much information is encoded into the seemingly scrambled
Quantum signal


